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Abstract. Orbital angular momentum (OAM) spectrum diagnosis is a fundamental building block for diverse
OAM-based systems. Among others, the simple on-axis interferometric measurement can retrieve the
amplitude and phase information of complex OAM spectra in a few shots. Yet, its single-shot retrieval
remains elusive, due to the signal–signal beat interference inherent in the measurement. Here, we
introduce the concept of Kramers–Kronig (KK) receiver in coherent communications to the OAM domain,
enabling rigorous, single-shot OAM spectrum measurement. We explain in detail the working principle and
the requirement of the KK method and then apply the technique to precisely measure various
characteristic OAM states. In addition, we discuss the effects of the carrier-to-signal power ratio and the
number of sampling points essential for rigorous retrieval and evaluate the performance on a large set of
random OAM spectra and high-dimensional spaces. Single-shot KK interferometry shows enormous
potential for characterizing complex OAM states in real time.
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1 Introduction
Structured light waves with spiral phase fronts carry orbital an-
gular momentum (OAM). Such helical optical beams, either nat-
urally emitted from laser cavities1 or externally sculpted,2 have
recently attracted significant attention and have been widely
used in communication, sensing, imaging, as well as classical
and quantum information processing.3–7 For many of these ap-
plications, the ability to diagnose an arbitrary OAM state is es-
sential, so its complex structure can be unveiled and
decomposed into an orthogonal OAM basis. Various methods
have been explored for the task. Perhaps the most straightfor-
ward approach is using vortex phase plates together with a mode
filter to obtain the power of each OAM order sequentially.2,8 The
number of measurements required by this approach, however,
scales fast with the measurement space. Techniques based on

the far-field diffraction patterns through certain types of
apertures9 or gratings10,11 generally only identify pure OAM or-
ders rather than superimposed states. In that sense, mode sorters
are efficient in separating the superposition of OAM modes by
mapping different OAM orders into different spatial positions.
They have been implemented based on cascaded Mach–Zehnder
interferometers with Dove prisms,12 log-polar transforma-
tion,13,14 and its improvement by means of beam copying,15 or
spiral transformation16 that increases the mode separation.
Moreover, multi-plane light conversion is also employed for
sorting OAM modes with enhanced functionalities.17–19 Yet,
mode sorters generally lose the relative phase information
among OAM modes, which may be required in many scenarios
to unambiguously reconstruct the complex OAM states. For this
purpose, the interference measurement techniques are appealing
for OAM full-field (amplitude and phase) retrieval.20–24

Typical OAM interference measurements are performed by
recording the interferograms of a complex signal field and a
reference OAM mode (or Gaussian beam) with a camera.21–23

Since the camera records the light intensity, the complex signal
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field cannot be directly retrieved from the intensity-only mea-
surement. The measured interferogram intensity, however, con-
sists of not only the desired interference between the signal and
reference beams but also the self-beating of both of them. While
the power of the reference is constant across the azimuthal an-
gle, the existence of the signal–signal beat interference (SSBI)
complicates the signal retrieval process. Multiple interferograms
are thus required to remove the SSBI by adjusting the power21,22

and/or phase23 of the reference light. Single-shot interferometric
measurement has been demonstrated in the context of partially
coherent fields, but only for symmetric OAM spectra, while two
shots are still needed for generalized spectral shapes.24 Although
the SSBI contribution may be omitted when the reference beam
is sufficiently strong,21 rigorous, single-shot retrieval remains
elusive for conventional on-axis interferometry.

Notably, the interference measurement of the complex OAM
spectrum resembles the detection of complex modulated signals
in coherent optical communications, where the reference beam is
the counterpart of the local oscillator. A phase-diverse coherent
receiver is generally used to retrieve both the amplitude and
phase of the modulated signal.25 In recent years, considerable
efforts have been made to reduce the receiver complexity in
coherent communication systems, ideally by using only one
single-ended photodetector.26–31 The Kramers–Kronig (KK)
receiver is an effective solution for direct detection of complex-
valued signals.28–31 In this case, the receiver works in a
heterodyne scheme and requires that the frequency of the local
oscillator be outside the signal’s spectrum.When the interference
waveform satisfies the minimum-phase condition,31 the signal
can be rigorously reconstructed from the intensity measurement
via the KK relation. This greatly simplifies the receiver architec-
ture into the straightforward direct detection. In addition, similar
KK-based full-field retrieval has also been applied for holo-
graphic imaging exploring the space–time duality.32,33

In this work, by drawing a close analogy between the time-
frequency and azimuth-OAM domains, we extend the KK
retrieval concept into the OAM space, for the first time to
our knowledge. Such an approach enables the readout of both
the amplitude and phase relation of an arbitrary OAM state in a
single-shot manner without increasing the system complexity.
We describe in detail the retrieval procedure, which is experi-
mentally validated in a high-dimensional OAM space. In
particular, we demonstrate the diagnosis of a number of char-
acteristic OAM states,34–37 including fractional OAM modes38

that slightly violate the KK retrieval criteria. The typical param-
eters essential for a KK receiver,31 i.e., the carrier-to-signal
power ratio (CSPR) and the number of sampling points, are dis-
cussed in the context of OAM fields. Furthermore, we compare
the performance of the proposed KK approach and the conven-
tional Fourier approach for a large set of arbitrary OAM states,
where the superiority of the KK approach is clearly shown.
The single-shot nature of the KK method may find useful
applications for characterizing OAM-based systems in real
time.

2 Results

2.1 Principle of Operation

A complex OAM field can be described by the controlled super-
position in discrete OAM mode basis:34

EsðϕÞ ¼
Xl0þN

l¼l0þ1

aleilϕþiθl ; (1)

where ϕ is the azimuthal angle; al and θl are the amplitude and
phase of the lth OAM mode, respectively. Here, we consider the
modal decomposition of the OAM field in the interval of
½l0 þ 1; l0 þ N�, spanning an N-dimensional space. Without
loss of generality, we assume l0 ¼ 0 hereafter, as we can always
use a phase mask with helical phase e−il0ϕ to shift the OAM
spectrum entirely above the zeroth order. In this study, the
OAM fields are constructed based on perfect vortex modes39

with identical radial distributions (see Note 1 in the
Supplemental Material), such that we are only interested in field
extraction in the azimuthal angle. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the
complex signal field interferes with a reference beam with plane
wave front ErðϕÞ ¼ Aeiθr , where A is the amplitude of the refer-
ence mode, and θr is the relative phase between the reference
and signal fields. The CSPR value is defined as the ratio
between the power of reference and signal beams averaged

in the azimuthal angle, i.e., CSPR ¼ 10 log
hjErðϕÞj2i
hjEsðϕÞj2i. Similar

to the single-sideband modulation for a KK receiver in commu-
nications,28 no guard band is needed in between the reference
and the signal OAM spectra. Then, the interferogram is imaged
with a camera, and its intensity in the azimuthal angle is propor-
tional to

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Conceptual setup and the requirement for the KK retrieval.
(a) The signal field with a complex OAM spectrum is co-axially
combined with a reference Gaussian beam. The intensity of their
interferogram is recorded with a camera and is used for the spec-
trum retrieval. (b) The azimuthal trajectories of the signal (left)
and the interferogram (right) in the complex plane. In order to
meet the minimum phase condition, the trajectory must not en-
circle the origin. With the addition of a sufficiently large reference
field (denoted by the dashed arrow), the interferogram satisfies
the requirement, and thus the KK method can rigorously recon-
struct the complex signal OAM spectrum.
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jEiðϕÞj2 ¼ jEsðϕÞþErðϕÞj2
¼A2þjEsðϕÞj2þ2ARefEsðϕÞe−iθrg

¼A2þ
����
XN
l¼1

aleilϕþiθl

����
2

þ2A
XN
l¼1

al cosðlϕþθl−θrÞ:

(2)

The third term in the last equality of Eq. (2) contains all the
Fourier coefficients aleiθl required to reconstruct the signal
field, apart from scaling and a constant phase shift, while the
second term corresponds to the SSBI.

To extract the phase information from a single intensity mea-
surement, the amplitude and phase of the interferogram EiðϕÞ
must be uniquely linked. A way to look at this is using the
Z-extension as formulated in Ref. 31. By replacing the eiϕ in
EiðϕÞ with a variable Z, the interferogram becomes a polyno-
mial function,

ZEi
ðZÞ ¼ Aeiθr þ

XN
l¼1

aleiθlZl ¼ AeiθrQ
N
l¼1ð−zlÞ

YN
l¼1

ðZ − zlÞ; (3)

where zl (l ¼ 1, 2;…; N) are the roots of ZEi
ðZÞ ¼ 0, when

aN ≠ 0. The second equality of Eq. (3) shows that ZEi
ðZÞ

can be equivalently described by its zeros. Since the interfero-
gram is under square-law detection, the zeros of jEiðϕÞj2 are
found using properties of Z-extension,31

ZjEij2ðZÞ ¼ ZEi
ðZÞZE�

i
ðZÞ

¼ jAj2
ZN

Q
N
l¼1ð−zlÞ

YN
l¼1

ðZ − zlÞ
�
Z − 1

z�l

�
; (4)

where � represents the complex conjugate. In Eq. (4), we obtain
the zeros of ZE�

i
ðZÞ by conjugating Eq. (3).31 As such, the zeros

of ZjEij2ðZÞ are in N pairs, comprising the zeros of ZEi
ðZÞ and

the inverse of their complex conjugates. It is noted that replacing
the zeros of ZEi

ðZÞ with their inverse conjugates would not
modify the function ZjEij2ðZÞ. This implies multiple different
interferograms are mapped to the same intensity profile, thus
causing ambiguity for the retrieval. If the interferogram is con-
structed such that all its zeros are outside or on the unit circle,
also known as the minimum phase waveform,31 one-to-one map-
ping between ZEi

ðZÞ and ZjEij2ðZÞ is established. Evidently, a
necessary and sufficient condition to be of a minimum phase
waveform is that its trajectory does not encircle the origin of
the complex plane.40 This is visualized in Fig. 1(b). The left
panel illustrates the azimuthal trajectory of a general OAM sig-
nal field EsðϕÞ, which does not meet the minimum phase re-
quirement. With a sufficiently large reference field Aeiθr
(indicated by the dashed arrow), the azimuthal trajectory can
be translated to match the minimum phase condition, as shown
in the right panel of Fig. 1(b). Consequently, the amplitude and
phase of the interferogram EiðϕÞ are uniquely related. It is worth
mentioning that, for a given signal OAM field, the required
reference intensity for the minimum phase condition varies with
the relative angle θr. Nevertheless, since no prior knowledge of
the signal field is known, the reference amplitude needs to be
greater than the signal’s peak amplitude in the azimuthal angle,
i.e., A > jEsðϕÞj for ϕ ∈ ½0, 2πÞ, thereby not encircling the

origin. With this we can calculate the minimum CSPR required
for rigorous retrieval, which is set by the peak-to-average power
ratio of the signal field.

Once the minimum phase condition is reached, for an inter-
ference field EiðϕÞ ¼ jEiðϕÞjei argðEiðϕÞÞ (arg denotes the argu-
ment), the logarithm of its amplitude logðjEiðϕÞjÞ and phase
argðEiðϕÞÞ are related by the Hilbert transform,31

argðEiðϕÞÞ ¼
1

2π
p:v:

Z
2π

0

cot

�
ϕ − ϕ0

2

�
logðjEiðϕ0ÞjÞdϕ0;

(5)

where p:v: is the principal value. Note that due to the periodic
nature of the azimuthal space, the kernel here in the Hilbert
transform is in the cotangent form rather than the inverse,
and the integration is over one circle.41 From Eq. (5), we can
reconstruct the full field of the interferogram EiðϕÞ, and thus
also the signal full field EsðϕÞ by removing the constant refer-
ence term. Based on the Fourier relation, this equivalently gives
the amplitude and phase of the OAM spectrum of EsðϕÞ.

2.2 Experimental KK Retrieval Procedure

In the experiment, the complex signal OAM fields are syn-
thesized using computer-generated holograms and an optical
4-f system.42 They consist of arbitrary superpositions of ring-
shaped OAM modes with topological charges spanning 1 to
20. The OAM fields under test are then co-axially combined
with a reference Gaussian beam, and their interferograms are
recorded with a camera. The detailed experimental setup is de-
scribed in the Note S1 in the Supplemental Material. To satisfy
the minimum phase condition, we tune the reference light power
slightly above the power threshold set by the minimum required
CSPR. Due to the signal preparation method we used,42 the ex-
perimental and minimum required CSPR difference is kept con-
stant (∼1 dB) for different measurement instances (see Note S2
in the Supplemental Material). In the following, we demonstrate
the KK retrieval procedure on a random complex OAM spec-
trum as an example. The top panel of Fig. 2(a) shows the mea-
sured camera images of the reference and the interference
beams. Their azimuthal intensity distributions are extracted
by sampling around the interfering regions (indicated by the
dashed circles) and unwrapped as shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 2(a). It can be seen that the measured reference
jErðϕÞj2 shows small intensity fluctuations in the azimuthal di-
rection. Such a reference intensity pattern is unchanged while
characterizing different signal OAM fields, so only their inter-
ferogram jEiðϕÞj2 needs to be measured each time, suggesting
that the retrieval process is a single shot.

Similar to the KK full-field retrieval in space and time,28,32

digital upsampling may also be required in our case if the
number of physical sampling points is not sufficiently large
to cover the spectrum expended by the logarithmic operation.31

The effect of upsampling is discussed in Note S3 in the
Supplemental Material. Throughout the paper, we take 71 azi-
muthal sampling points in the experiment, and then we digitally
upsample the normalized interferogram jEiðϕÞj2∕jErðϕÞj2 by 11
times for the subsequent processing. The top panel of the
Fig. 2(b) shows the logarithm of the upsampled interferogram
logðjEiðϕÞj∕jErðϕÞjÞ as well as its Hilbert transform
argðEiðϕÞ∕ErðϕÞÞ. Instead of taking the convolution as defined
in Eq. (5), the actual implementation of the Hilbert transform is
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realized in the spectral domain using the fast Fourier transform
and the sign function.28 The full field of the interferogram
EiðϕÞ∕ErðϕÞ is thus derived, from which the full signal field
can be easily calculated by EsðϕÞ ≈ jErðϕÞjðEiðϕÞ∕ErðϕÞ − 1Þ.
Here, we omit the negligible phase nonuniformity of the exper-
imental reference beam. The retrieved signal field is then down-
sampled, whose normalized amplitude jEsðϕÞj and phase
argðEsðϕÞÞ are plotted in the bottom panel of Fig. 2(b).
Finally, the complex signal OAM spectrum is retrieved by tak-
ing the Fourier transform of EsðϕÞ. The step-by-step workflow
for KK retrieval is described in Note S4 in the Supplemental
Material, and the code is also provided therein. Figure 2(c)
shows the retrieved amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) profile
of the OAM spectrum compared to the ground truth. It can be
seen that they are in excellent agreement. To quantitatively as-
sess the performance of the KK retrieval, we introduce the fol-
lowing metric based on the overlap integral of the target and the
retrieved OAM spectra,

η ¼

���P∞−∞ ala0le
iθl−iθ0l

���2�P∞−∞ jalj2
��P∞−∞ ja0lj2

� ; (6)

where a0l and θ0l are the amplitude and phase of the lth
order OAM mode of the retrieved OAM spectrum,
respectively. In Fig. 2(c), the retrieval accuracy η is found to
be 97.6%.

To further test the validity of the proposed method, we apply
the KK retrieval to diagnose a series of OAM spectra shown
in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e). The first scenario is the rectangular
OAM spectra EsðϕÞ ¼

P
n
l¼1 e

ilϕ of different widths
(n ¼ 1, 2;…; 20), where the constituent OAM modes are of
equal amplitudes and in-phase relations. Figure 2(d) shows
the real and imaginary parts of the measured OAM spectra
for these cases in a complex two-dimensional (2D) bar chart.
As expected, the retrieved OAM spectra are approximately of
rectangular shapes and are mainly populated in the real part
of the bar chart due to their in-phase features. An average ac-
curacy of 98.9% is achieved for these measurements. For the
second scenario, the OAM spectra are structured by
EsðϕÞ ¼ einϕ þ ieið21−nÞϕ, where n ¼ 1, 2;…; 20. In this case,
the bar chart should be diagonal in its real part but antidiagonal
in its imaginary part. This is clearly observed in the measure-
ments shown in Fig. 2(e), with an average retrieval accuracy
reaching 96.0%.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 2 Experimental single-shot KK retrieval. (a)–(c) Retrieval process of an arbitrary OAM spec-
trum. (a) The intensity images of the reference (top left) and the interferogram (top right) are cap-
tured by a camera. By sampling along the dashed circles in the images, their azimuthal
distributions are extracted (bottom). (b) The interferogram is then normalized and digitally up-
sampled, whose phase is extracted from the Hilbert transform of the logarithm of its amplitude
(top). From the full field of the interferogram, the amplitude and phase of the signal are obtained
and downsampled to the original sampling points (bottom). (c) Taking the Fourier transform of the
signal field derives the normalized amplitude (top) and relative phase relation (bottom) of the OAM
spectrum. An accuracy of 97.6% is achieved by comparing the retrieved and the target OAM spec-
tra. (d), (e) Measured 2D bar charts of the OAM states for (d) the superpositions of mode indices
from 1 to n (n ¼ 1, 2;…; 20) with equal amplitudes and in-phase relations; (e) the superpositions of
mode indices n and 21 − n (n ¼ 1, 2;…; 20) with equal amplitudes and a π∕2 phase shift. The
average retrieval accuracies in (d) and (e) are 98.9% and 96.0%, respectively.
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2.3 Measurement of Characteristic OAM States

The single-shot KK full-field retrieval allows for the simple
characterization of complex OAM states. In the following,
we study various characteristic OAM spectra displayed in
Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) demonstrates the measurement of a signal
field with a Gaussian-shaped, in-phase OAM spectrum centered

at the 10th order, i.e., EsðϕÞ ¼
P

20
l¼1 e

−ðl−10Þ2
30 eilϕ, which corre-

sponds to a bright petal horizontally aligned in the azimuthal
angle.34 From only a single interferogram, we can reconstruct
the signal’s OAM spectrum, which matches the ground truth
well. As a single-shot retrieval method, we only use the inter-
ferograms to reconstruct the complex OAM fields. Note that all
the measured images of the signal beams in Fig. 3 are displayed
only as the ground truth and to help visualization of the signal
fields, but they are not used for their OAM spectra retrieval.
Figure 3(b) shows the condition for the same petal field as in
Fig. 3(a) except being rotated by 2π∕3 counterclockwise. A lin-
ear phase ramp is thus imparted to the OAM spectrum due to the
rotation, with a phase slope of 2π∕3. This feature is well cap-
tured by the KK approach in a single-shot fashion, simplifying

the previously used schemes, such as the sequential weak and
strong measurements35 or the phase-shifting holograms.43

In addition, it is known that increasing the mode spacing in
the OAM spectrum will lead to the multiplication of petals in the
azimuthal angle.34 This is shown in Fig. 3(c), where a three-petal
field under test is constructed from in-phase OAM modes with
an order spacing of 3 and the same envelope as in Figs. 3(a) and
3(b). The interferogram could accurately retrieve its equidistant
OAM structure as well as its in-phase relation. Notice that the
large phase error in Fig. 3(c) is only associated with void OAM
modes or at small modal amplitudes. Furthermore, we investi-
gate the complex OAM spectrum of the petal field in Fig. 3(c)
being subjected to phase modulation. Specifically, when the
three petals are modulated with the Talbot phase sequence of
½0;−2π∕3;−2π∕3�, the initial OAM spectrum is self-imaged
to create new OAM modes while preserving its overall
envelope.37 The measurement results are shown in Fig. 3(d).
Although the signal intensity patterns in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)
are identical, the phenomenon of the OAM spectral self-imaging
is clearly observed from the KK retrieval. More interestingly,
the approach also provides a direct phase measurement of all

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 3 Measurements of complex OAM spectra. Left, the measured intensity images of the signal
and the interferogram; right, the normalized amplitude and relative phase of the target and exper-
imentally retrieved OAM spectrum. (a)–(d) Gaussian-shaped OAM spectra centered at 10th order
with versatile OAMmode spacings and relative phase relations. (a) In-phase OAM spectrum with a
mode spacing of 1. (b) Linear-phase OAM spectrum with a phase slope of 2π∕3 and a mode spac-
ing of 1. (c) In-phase OAM spectrum with a mode spacing of 3. (d) OAM spectrum with periodic
Talbot phase ½0, 2π∕3, 2π∕3� and a mode spacing of 1. (e) Fractional OAMmode with a topological
charge of 9.5. The retrieval accuracy is also indicated for each case.
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the OAM modes. It can be seen that the relative phases of OAM
self-images again follow the Talbot relation of ½0, 2π∕3, 2π∕3�,
apart from a constant phase [subtracted thus not shown in
Fig. 3(d) for better representability]. Notably, such a phase
structure of Talbot self-images has only been recently deter-
mined in space44 and time,45 while here we measure it for the
first time in the OAM basis. The measured quadratic phase re-
lation suggests that the origin of self-imaging here is different
from the Gouy-phase-mediated revivals of spatial fields.46–48

We also use the KK method to characterize the complex
spectra of fractional OAM modes. A fractional OAM order
can be viewed as the weighted superposition of integer OAM
modes.49 In Fig. 3(e), we show the measurement of the fractional
OAM field with a topological charge of 9.5, i.e., EsðϕÞ ¼ ei9.5ϕ.
The field intrinsically exhibits around 1% power leakage to the
negative OAM orders, thus not rigorously satisfying the single-
sideband requirement. Nevertheless, since the leakage is small,
the KK retrieval still works effectively with an accuracy of
95.6%. We can see that the fractional OAM field in Fig. 3(e)
is mainly composed of the 9th and 10th OAM modes, together
with the other OAM orders slowly decaying when moving away
from the center modes. Moreover, we are able to identify the
phase relation of its constituent OAM modes, which is rarely
explored for the fractional OAM states. It is found that the or-
ders at the left and right parts of the fractional OAM spectrum
are approximately out of phase. The phase deviation between
the measured and theoretical fractional OAM spectra may come
in part from the finite sampling in the azimuthal angle.

2.4 Effect of CSPR Levels

Figure 4 shows the KK retrieval performance at different CSPR
levels. As an example, the same OAM state in Fig. 3(a) is used
as the signal field for the study, whose complex amplitude field
is displayed in Fig. 4(a). From this we can plot in Fig. 4(b) the
trajectory of its azimuthal distribution in the complex plane. As
mentioned previously, to guarantee rigorous KK retrieval, the
trajectory of the signal field after interfering with the reference
light must not encircle the origin of the complex plane. The min-
imum required reference intensity for such a criterion is highly
dependent on the relative angle between the reference and the
signal fields. In Fig. 4(b), the minimum required CSPR varies in
a range between 5.1 and 11.3 dB, where the lower and upper
bounds correspond to the reference field being added in-phase
(θr ¼ 0) and out-of-phase (θr ¼ π) with the signal field, respec-
tively. The minimum required CSPR value valid for all these
relative angles is thus set by the upper bound, i.e., 11.3 dB.

Figure 4(c) presents the experimental results for the retrieval
accuracy at different CSPR levels and various relative phases
between the signal and reference fields. In the experiment,
the control of the CSPR and its relative phase are realized
via the computer-generated holograms. The phases shown in
Fig. 4(c) are varied in steps of π∕4. We emphasize here that they
do not correspond to the actual θr but are offset from a constant
unknown phase due to experimental constraints. In Fig. 4(c),
when the experimental CSPR is well below the 11.3 dB thresh-
old (marked by the dashed line), the retrieval performance
changes significantly with the phase, although for some angles
the retrieval accuracy is acceptable. Once the CSPR exceeds the
threshold, decent retrieval is achieved for arbitrary relative
phases between the reference and signal fields. The experimental

results in Fig. 4(c) are in accordance with the theoretical analysis
carried out above.

2.5 Performance Evaluation

In this part, we evaluate the performance of the KK retrieval on a
large set of OAM spectra generated with random complex mode
coefficients. As in the previous measurements, the difference
between the experimental and minimum required CSPRs is
automatically maintained around 1 dB, which is experimentally
confirmed in Note S2 in the Supplemental Material for 100 ran-
dom OAM spectra. Figure 5(a) shows the histogram of the KK
retrieval accuracy for 1000 spectrum samples on the same di-
mensional space as before. An average retrieval accuracy of
95.6% is obtained, with a standard deviation of 1.2%. The per-
formance of the KK retrieval is also compared with the conven-
tional Fourier method,21,50 computed by the Fourier transform
disregarding the SSBI in Eq. (2). A clear advantage of using
the KK method is shown in Fig. 5(a), suggesting that the
SSBI cannot be neglected under such a CSPR level.
Nevertheless, the field retrieved by the Fourier method does
gradually approach the ground truth with the increase of
CSPR values. The detailed discussion of the Fourier method
can be found in Note S5 in the Supplemental Material. Next,
we further push the measurement dimensionality up to the
30th OAM order while keeping the azimuthal sampling points
and the digital upsampling unchanged. Figure 5(b) shows the

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 4 KK retrieval at different CSPR levels. (a) The complex am-
plitude field of the signal used for the study [the same as the sig-
nal field in Fig. 3(a)]. (b) The azimuthal trajectories of the signal
field and interferograms with in-phase and out-of-phase addition
of the reference field. The trajectories of interferograms are ex-
actly at the limit of the minimum phase condition, which corre-
spond to the minimum required CSPRs of 5.1 dB (in-phase)
and 11.3 dB (out-of-phase), respectively. (c) The accuracy of
the KK retrieval at different CSPR levels and varying phases be-
tween the signal and reference fields. Below the CSPR threshold
for arbitrary phases (11.3 dB, indicated by the dashed line), the
retrieval performance varies with the phase, while above, the
retrieval accuracy is approximately close to the unity for all the
phases.
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corresponding experimental results. The average KK retrieval
accuracy in this case still reaches 91.1% with a standard
deviation of 1.4%, outperforming the conventional Fourier
method by a large margin. Although the performance of the
Fourier method may be improved by increasing the reference
power, keeping relatively low CSPR values is favored to avoid
large DC components in detection, thus maximally utilizing the
dynamic range of the camera.

3 Discussion
The experimental setup used in this work is a conventional on-
axis interferometer equivalent to the configurations in Refs. 21–
23. However, contrary to all the past demonstrations that require
a few shots to diagnose a complex OAM spectrum, our method
provides single-shot retrieval mediated by the famous KK rela-
tion. This greatly accelerates the measurement, as it bypasses
the need to adjust the amplitude and/or phase of the reference
when characterizing each superimposed state.21–23 In our system,
the speed of the measurement is defined by the frame rate of the
camera. On the other hand, off-axis holography is also capable
of retrieving full fields in a single shot and has been used to
measure OAM beams.18 While the conventional off-axis method
requires separating SSBI and signals in the Fourier space, KK
off-axis holography recovers the signal beam with a smaller
off-axis angle.32 In our work, the measurement is on-axis and
thus different from KK off-axis holography. Further, the KK
conditions in the off-axis method and our approach are also
different, with the former in the wave vector space and the latter
in the OAM space (see Note S6 in the Supplemental Material).
To visualize the difference, we present in Note S6 in the

Supplemental Material an example that can be rigorously re-
trieved by our OAM KK method, using a reference beam whose
wave vector component lies within the signal field in the wave
vector space, while violating the condition for spatial KK
retrieval. In addition, our approach demonstrates advantages
when characterizing perfect vortex fields of narrow ring widths,
as these beams take up a large space in the wave vector domain
that requires high sampling resolution in off-axis holography. In
addition, we discuss the choice of the sampling radius for
retrieval in Note S7 in the Supplemental Material. Recently,
complex OAM spectrum analyzers have also been demonstrated
using machine learning but require either dense layers of deep
neural network51 or a multitude of diffractive phase masks in
cascade,52 as well as being sensitive to the parameters of input
fields, while our method can be easily extended to measuring
multiple concentric OAM states as well as the superposition
of Laguerre–Gaussian modes (see Note S8 in the Supplemental
Material). Since in this study we are mainly dealing with only
the azimuthal field distribution, the detection can be seamlessly
connected to the rotational Doppler effect.53 In this scenario, the
camera is replaced by a fast photodetector with a spinning phase
mask performing the azimuth-to-time mapping.21

To sum up this work, we propose and experimentally dem-
onstrate a high-dimensional OAM analyzer that can measure
complex OAM states in one single shot. The idea is inspired
by the KK receiver in optical communications, while here we
introduce the same concept to the OAM spectrum analysis
and represent a new application scenario of KK phase retrieval.
As demonstrated here, the proposed single-shot KK interferom-
etry can be readily employed for state measurements in OAM-
based information processing, sensing, and communication
systems. This work also implies the general duality between
azimuth-OAM and time-frequency, suggesting that their
processing techniques may be borrowed interchangeably.

Data, Materials, and Code Availability
Data underlying the results presented in this paper are not pub-
licly available at this time but may be obtained from the authors
upon reasonable request. A sample code for KK retrieval of
OAM fields is provided at https://github.com/GeorgeCravis/
OAM-KK.
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